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The Land is Our Storybook.
A new series about life in the
Northwest Territories. The series
celebrates the seasons, ages,
genders, traditional activities, and communities
of the NWT. These wonderful books, written
with a variety of provincial and territorial
curricula in mind, are specially designed for
the classroom and include special features
such as glossaries relating details on animals
biology and cultural definitions, regional and
language maps. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 8.25 x
8.25, 32pp, Hardcover $16.95

9780889953345 pb $11.95
8.5x10.5, 32pp 5+ Steeped
in aboriginal myth and lore,
Hidden Buffalo is also the tale
of how a whole tribe can turn
its gaze from the horizon to
see to the wisdom of a child.

9781897252321 hc Tom McLeod
is an eleven-year-old boy from
Aklavik who is a gifted storyteller
heard frequently on CBC Radio
North. He is of mixed cultural
heritage-Gwich’in and Inuvialuit.
Tom tells us why his home in the
Mackenzie Delta is a special
place and why he loves to live on
the land.

9780773731387 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ As night sets
in and the fire crackles, a
young native girl is amazed
when his grandmother
invokes the spirits of their
ancestors.

9781895618334 pb $10.95
9x8, 40pp 5+ This book was
produced by the students and
teachers of Ducharme Elementary
School in La Loche, Saskatchewan.
Their goal was to highlight some
aspects of Dene culture that were
vital in the past and are still
important today.
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9781897252338 hc Author, JulieA Andre, is a Gwichya Gwich’in
from Tsiigehtchic in the NWT. She
is a Canadian Ranger, a mother,
a hunter, a trapper and a student.
Here she shares her family’s story,
and the story of her land.

9780773732971 hc $17.95
9780773762077 pb $9.95
8x10, 32pp 5+ Long ago,
a Seneca tribe lived on the
Niagara River, just upstream
from a great waterfall. Then
a sickness came to the people,
and everything changed.

9780773760981 pb $9.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ In finding this
new source of nourishment, the
young protagonist, a native
boy named Rides the Wind,
is able to help his people
through a harsh winter.

9780889952201 hc $14.95 11x9, 32pp
5+ It is Pani’s trial and her triumph to
discover that what makes a great hunter
is not necessarily a straight aim. It is the
lure of the heart on the cold arctic ice.

9780889954274 hc $24.95 11x9.25,
32pp All ages The Powwow is a
time-honoured Native North American
custom. It is a celebration of life
and spirituality, a remembrance of
traditions, uniting people through
dance and ritual. Also available in a
French/Cree edition 9780889954281 hc
$24.95

9781550051032 pb
$9.95 8x11, 32pp 6+ This
imaginary encounter between
Louis Riel and a young
boy brings to light how
insignificant the differences
between people are, and the
tragic consequences of not
remembering how much we
all share.

9780889952911 hc $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 6+ A moving
account of the courage and
loyalty experienced by two
lonely orphans who find a
home in the sky.

9780889953673 hc $24.95 11x9.25,
32pp All ages A poetic story of
a young aboriginal boy, posing
questions to his grandmother, his
“Nokum”, about the wider world
beyond the familiarity of their home
and community. Book and audio CD,
combining the written text in English
and Cree. Also available in a French/
Cree edition 9780889953833 hc $24.95

9780773761414 pb $9.95
8x11, 24pp 5+ icebound in
the Arctic, David leaves the
safety of his ship and is found
by a mysterious man. The next
morning the man is gone, but
in his place stands an Inukshuk.

9781550051438 pb $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 5+ “ShawMacKinnon introduces children
to the demands of the creative
spirit while increasing their
awareness of the needs of
nature and the role humans
play in protecting wildlife”
—School Library Journal

9780889954212 hc $24.95 11.5x8.5,
32pp All ages Discover the beauty of
the traditional Round Dance through
the lush descriptive verse of Bouchard
and Willier that leads you through
the cycles and seasons of life, the
forming of new friendships and the
understanding of values. Northern
Cree teams up once again with David
Bouchard, providing the translation
Inuktituk edition 9780889954137 from English to Cree and the haunting
hc $24.95
drum music on a bound-in book CD.
9780889954069 hc $24.95
8.5x10.75, 32pp All ages This
best-selling Canadian author
reworks Canada’s oldest and
most well-known carol, The
Huron Carol. Written in English
and in Inuktituk, the language
of Canada’s Inuit people, the
book is accompanied by a
CD. Also available in a French/

9781550051230 hc $19.95
8.5x10.25, 28pp 5+ Batik
artist Lynn Blaikie calls on
Raven to take the reader on a
magical tour of the North.

97818940044831 pb $12.95
8x8, 44pp 12+ Head-SmashedIn Buffalo Jump in Alberta is
one of the oldest, largest, and
best-preserved buffalo jump
sites in North America. This
book has been a very popular
resource for people interested
in Alberta’s heritage.

9781550416725 hc $14.95
9781550419481 pb $9.95
9x9.75, 32pp 5+ The boy hears
behind him strange sounds
that get louder and louder. He
wonders if the dreaded Night
Walker has come to snatch him.
Has his imagination carried him
too far? Ruth Scwartz Award

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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The Keepers Series.

These bestselling books
have been longtime favourites with
educators for their
innovative approach to
teaching children about
Native cultures and the
environment. Each book,
co-authored by Joseph
Bruchac and Michael J.
Caduto, combines Native
legends with information
and activities about the
natural world. Books
in the Keepers series
are recommended by
educational journals
across North America.
Ages 6-13, Grades 1-8,
Paperback NF

9781897252192 pb $27.95
Canada Only 8.5x10.75,
265pp Based on Native
North American stories,
Keepers of Life offers an
imaginitive selection of
hands-on activities for
children.

9781894004701 pb $27.95
Canada Only 8.5x10.75,
265pp Encourages an early
interest in wildlife and the
environment through Native
stories and legends and
extensively tested activities.

9781550417128 hc $12.95
9781550417142 pb $7.95
7x8, 57pp 8+ The wilds
of Upper Canada in 1836
are nothing like the gentle
countryside of her mother’s
home in England. And Sarah
is afraid of everything—
snakes, toads, even bees.

www.fitzhenry.ca

9781895618396 pb
$19.95 Canada Only
7x10, 146pp By studying
astronomy, Native beliefs,
nighttime weather, and
North American nocturnal
plants and animals, children
learn to appreciate the
importance of night in the
natural cycle and overcome
common fears about the
nighttime world.

Each of these books
contain 24 stories
from the bestselling
Keepers Series.
9781895618624 pb
$19.95 Canada Only
7x10, 128pp
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9781894004381 pb $27.95
Canada Only 8.5x10.75,
209pp Native American
stores combine with related
hands-on activities to inspire
children with a deep respect
and interest in the Earth and
in Native cultures.

9781895618198 pb
$19.95 Canada Only
7x10, 135pp

9780773753129 pb
$5.95 5x7.75, 169pp
9780773674462 mm
$3.95 Canada Only
4x7, 169pp 12+ Isaac
Manyfeathers and
Lenora are on the run.
While the search for
each of them builds, the
two teens are drawn
together. Whether
or not they are safer
once they meet, is
questionable.

9781550501827 pb
$9.95 5.25x7.5, 256pp
9+ A young Ojibway
girl, struggling over the
fact that her father has
died, spends summers
in the bush with her
grandmother and finds
her own identity and
voice.

9781550501506 pb
$8.95 5x7.25, 216pp
12+ Resourceful and
strong-willed, Willa
survives many hardships
before travelling on foot
from Hudson’s Bay to Fort
Edmonton with native
companions who show her
a genuinely “new” world.

9781550503241 pb
$8.95 5.25x7.5, 152pp
8+ At Christmas time
three Cree kids visit their
Moshum’s (grandfather’s)
cabin to learn about
traditional ways and
have a life-changing
adventure.

9781897252291 pb
$14.95 6x9, 113pp 12+
Abby must leave her best
friends at school, her
supportive grandparents,
and her perfect pink
bedroom, and adjust to
living with her mom, at Bear
Creek Reserve.

9780920079768 pb
$19.95 Canada Only
7x10, 145pp

NF
NF

NF

9780773761896 pb $15.95
9x9, 56pp 10+ Through the use
of many tape recordings and
translations, Sheldon has woven
the threads of a remarkable man’s
life into a book for all to treasure.

9780773756021 pb $12.95
8.25x8.25, 90pp 8+ Brings to
life the time before the white
European settlers “discovered”
Canada, when only the original
native peoples lived here. Who
were these peoples? Where did
they live?

9780889953376 pb
$14.95 6x7.5, 348pp
12+ Ashley Anowiak is
in search of a murderous
polar bear that may be
real or mythical. The only
thing for certain is that
what she discovers will
change her life—and her
community’s—forever.

9781550050530 hc
$22.95 9781550050547
pb $12.95 5.5x8, 272pp
12+ Set during the
fifteenth century, this is
a powerful story of a
proud tribe, and the Spirit
World that guides them.
A powerful transformation
story.

9781550413397 pb
$12.95 5x8, 146pp 12+
This is Mark’s journey of
discovery—a journey
that will teach him about
life, death, and the
transforming power of
love. It is a journey that
will resonate in the mind
of readers long after the
book is done.

9781550414691 pb $5.95
6.5x8.5, 72pp 10+ With the
help of the writings of early
explorers, and stories by
imaginary Mi’kmaq characters,
this book tells about the Native
Canadians in the Maritime
region of Canada.

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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The Nature Babies Series. “Pairs excellent-quality, never-before-published photos with simple texts...

focuses on the animals’ daily lives, habitat, diet, and, in particular, their relationship with their mother, which is
charmingly portrayed...Appealing and useful additions.” —School Library Journal Ages 5-8, Grades K-3, 8 x 7,
36pp, Hardcover $16.95 Paperback $7.95 NF

9781550415513 hc $19.95
9781550418064 pb $6.95
10.25x9, 32pp 4+ What do you
do about a puppy that runs away?
Get moving! That’s exactly what our
frustrated young owner has to do in
this delightful rhyming story.

9781550418019 hc
$15.00 6.5x8.75,
28pp 8+ With the
words of England’s
great romantic poet as
their stepping stone,
Page and Krykorka
enter the magical,
mystical world of a
child’s imagination in
a book that will live in
the reader’s memory
long after the final
page has been turned.

9781550417098 pb $5.95
7.75x9, 36pp 4+ The
Grand old Duke of York
has many soldiers eager to
do his bidding. And in this
romping tale they dutifully
go up, down and neither up
nor down as ordered.

9781550051445 hc (10th
anniversary edition) $24.95
9780773729919 hc $21.95
9780773759251pb $12.95
10.25x9, 32pp 9+ The story of the
poem by John McCrae

9780761452300 hc
$17.95 9780761454441
pb $6.95 7x10, 32pp
5+ A witty collection
of 20 limericks about
things spooky, creep and
crawly.
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9781550418880 hc $19.95 8x7,
32pp 4+ This little piggy went
to market, and he’s not alone in
this baker’s dozen of traditional
nursery rhymes set at a farmer’s
market.

9781550415872 hc $19.95
9781550415896 pb $8.95
8.5x9.5, 32pp 8+
Watercolors and oil
paintings accompany tribal
song-poems woven into
a narrative history about
the buffalo’s essential and
sacred role on the Plains.

9781429617475 pb $8.95
9.25x10.25, 32pp 5+
A collection of original,
space-themed poetry for
children accompanied by
striking photos. The book
demonstrates a variety of
common poetic forms and
defines poetic devices.

9781550417319 pb $7.95
9.5x9, 32pp 4+ “Jolly good
fun! Fitz-Gibbon’s tale
illuminates for the novitiate
what bliss can be brought forth
by the acquisition of some new
footgear and a sprinkling of
imagination.” —Kirkus Reviews

9780773732131 hc
$5.95 8x8.75, 48pp 5+
Tantalizing poems that
touch on a myriad of play
themes—from Leapfrog to
Hide and Seek. Children
will gobble them up to chant
while playing their favourite
games.

9781429617468 pb $8.95
9.25x10.25, 32pp 5+
A collection of original,
school-themed poetry for
children full of engaging
wordplay.

9780773733169 hc
$9.95 8.25x11, 32pp
5+ The toe-tapping
rhythms are perfect for
chanting or dancing, while
inspired rhymes roll off
of the tongue like melted
Popsicle juice.

9781554550975 pb

9781550417159 hc
9781550417173 pb

9781550416886 hc
9781550417241 pb

9781550415773 hc
9781550415797 pb

9781550417975 hc
9781550417999 pb

9781550418743 hc
9781550418767 pb

9781550417111 hc
9781550417135 pb

9781554550425 hc
9781554550432 pb

9781550417968 hc
9781550417982 pb

9781550416756 hc
9781550416930 pb

9781554551019 hc
9781554551026 pb

9781550415605 hc
9781550415629 pb

9781429617451 pb $8.95
9.25x10.25, 32pp 5+
A collection of original,
colour-themed poetry.
Bright and colourful,
this book is perfect for
primary grades.
9781550416855 hc
9781550417265 pb

9781550418255 hc
9781550418279 pb

9781550417289 hc
9781550417463 pb

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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Going Wild! Amazing Animal Adventures. World-famous zoologist Brian Keating takes us on his
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9781554550807 hc $21.95
10.5x9.25, 32pp 6+ In this
stunning book, Celia has chosen the
Florida coast to show that even a
hurricane’s most destructive force
is an integral part of a thriving
ecosystem.

9781550418897 hc $21.95
9781554550821 pb $12.95
10.5x9.25, 32pp 6+ A lightning
strike shoots down a tree and
ignites the dry vegetation below.
In no time, the forest is engulfed
in flame. Soon there is nothing left
but the charred ruins of the forest,
devoid of life. It will take many
years; but eventually the forest will
return, filled with life once more.

9781550419658 pb $8.95
10.5x9.25, 40pp 6+ When the
people of this island have barely
landed on another island, the
volcano explodes. Soon there is
nothing left of the old island but
a smoking ruin devoid of all life.
Slowly, gradually, the island begins
to support the stirrings of life once
more.

Zoocheck Canada

$21.95 CAD./ $17.95 USD.

k

Celia Godkin

travels to experience unique ecosystems and to observe animals from pole-to-pole and around the equator.
Ages 10+, Grades 5+, 8 x 10, 48pp, Hardcover $14.95 Paperback $8.95 Free teachers’ guides available at
www.fitzhenry.ca NF

Rob Laidlaw has spent the past 25 years
campaigning to protect wild animals in captivity and in the wild. His work has taken
him from northern Canada to tropical Asia
and includes more than 1000 visits to zoos
around the world. A Chartered Biologist,
avid outdoorsman, and cave explorer, he is a
founder of the wildlife protection organization Zoocheck Canada.

9781550410808 hc
$18.95 9781550416633
pb $9.95 8.25x10.5,
44pp 6+ Godkin
explores the world of
the sea otter and its
relationships with the
inhabitants of the kelp
forest.
WILD

ANIMALS
IN CAPTIVITY

When you visit a zoo, do you ever wonder what it
must be like for animals who live day after day in
the same enclosures? Author Rob Laidlaw asks the
tough questions that zoos often avoid: Should these
animals be here at all? Are we doing everything we
can to give them a life that lets them behave as they
would in the wild? In Wild Animals in Captivity
the reader will:

ROB LAIDLAW
A large family of elephants ambles all day
across the hot African savanna. In a zoo in
Alaska, a single female elephant paces back
and forth in her cramped, barren pen.
A polar bear plods great distances across
the ice in the Canadian Arctic, sniffing the
wind for signs of prey. In a zoo in Indonesia,
two other polar bears lie motionless on the
concrete floor of their enclosure, panting in
the tropical heat.
Author Rob Laidlaw examines the lives
of captive wild animals and asks the tough
questions that zoos often avoid: Should these
animals be here at all? Are we doing everything we can to give them a life that lets
them behave as they would in the wild?
Thousands of zoos around the world
confine wild animals in bleak conditions
that are nothing like real nature. But a new
breed of specialist facilities, along with a
handful of progressive zoos, show that treating captive wild animals with compassion
and respect is possible. Through an informative text and striking, often heartbreaking
images, Wild Animals in Captivity inspires
readers to ask critical questions and teaches
them how to make a difference in the lives
of captive wild animals around the world.

• Find out what happens when wild animals
live in unnatural spaces
• Discover why wide-ranging animals do poorly
in captivity
• Read what happens to surplus animals
who are no longer wanted
• Learn about places that treat captive animals
with compassion and respect
• Find out how to make a difference

9781550410839 hc
$18.95 9781550410921
pb $8.95 Canada
Only 8.5x11, 40pp 6+
One day the gardener 9781554550074 hc $21.95
thought, If I get rid of the 9781554550081 pb
bad insects, my garden $11.95 10x11, 32pp 6+ Set
will be perfect—and
on an island in Northern
he sprayed all the
Ontario, the Wolf Island
plants with bug killer.
story, based on an actual
But the results were
event, is a moving chronicle
far from perfection! As of what happens when the
his beautiful garden
highest link in a food chain
came close to ruin, the is removed. The resultant
gardener began to
population growth, food
see that the plants and shortage, and starvation
insects were linked, that affect every member of the
they depended on one chain. Information Book of
another to survive. But the Year
how could he undo the
damage?
9780773755253 pb
$15.95 9x12, 86pp
9+ Explains how
calendars were
invented, how
people kept track of
time before clocks
were used, what
time is, and more.
NF
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9781550051285 hc
$19.95 8x10, 32pp 7+
9781550051148 hc
$19.95 9781550051193 An insider’s view on
pb $11.95 8x10, 32pp the world of flies with
experiments, activities,
7+ What has no eyes,
and information on fly
but can see? No ears,
but can hear? No legs, anatomy, behavior,
but can still travel quite locomotion, types and
classes, habitats, and
easily? Give up? The
answer’s an earthworm. life cycles.
You barely hear
them, and rarely see
them, but earthworms
are among the most
important creatures on
the planet.

$19.95

9780889953017
pb $12.95 6x8.75,
264pp 6+ Details
200 popular
zoo animals—all
illustrated in
full color—with
information on
their classification,
description, diet,
habitat, behavior
and range.

NF

9781554550258 hc
$19.95 8x10, 48pp 8+
This is an eye-opening
look at the lives of
captive wild animals—at
bad zoos, good zoos,
and the best wild animal
sanctuaries.

Fitzhenry & Whiteside

9781894856508 hc, 9781894856225 pb
A nature book like no other, as children
learn about wildlife, the environment,
and conservation through first-person
accounts from one of Canada’s foremost
animal adventurers. In this book, lavishly
illustrated by his own photographs,
Keating describes ten of his most
memorable wildlife-watching trips in his
trademark energetic and upbeat style.

9781894856539 hc, 9781894856546 pb
Keating’s amazing-but-true firsthand
accounts of his travels in the world’s
remote polar regions. Seemingly devoid
at first glance of all but the most basic of
flora and fauna, the Arctic and Antarctic
lands and waters are actually full of
exciting natural wonders and fascinating
creatures that must be seen to be
believed!

9781894856713 hc, 9781894856720 pb
Inspires children to discover how animals,
people, and plants have evolved unique
strategies for surviving in one of the
world’s harshest ecosystems—the desert.
In the desert the days are unbearably
hot, nights uncomfortably cold, and the
air and ground impossibly dry.

9781894856881 hc, 9781894856898 pb
Whether in the world’s rivers on a
canoe, raft, or swimming suit, or hiking
and exploring the dense forests and
woodlands surrounding them, Keating
continues his tradition of bringing a world
of natural surprises to his readers.

9781894856584 hc, 9781894856591 pb
Places readers squarely in Keating’s shoes
as he explores some of the most remote
islands on Earth and finds out about the
amazing adaptations that animals, fish,
and birds have made to survive island
environments.

9781897252123 hc, 9781897252130 pb
Describing the trees of each forest, their
importance to local ecology, and the
animals that make their homes in them,
Keating sweeps his readers up under
his wing, simultaneously passing along
his passion for the world’s wildlife and
making a case for forest conservation.

NF

9780773762206 pb
$9.95 9x12, 86pp
9+ The fascinating
story of how people
began to chart the
physical world and
their place in it,
this book will take
readers on a journey
of their own.

9780889952744 hc
$12.95 8.5x11, 32pp
6+ Gilders provides the
9781894856119 hc
reasons for threats to
$18.95 9781894004596 endangered animals’
pb $8.95 8x10, 32pp
continued existence, and
8+ A fun and scientific
children are encouraged
look at poop in the
to take the initiative
animal world. Filled with in various realistic
amazing facts, animal
ways, individually
stories, and colour
and collectively. The
photographs, The Scoop book is highlighted
on Poop will change
by spectacular photos
the way you look at
taken by the author in
droppings forever.
all corners of the world.

NF

“Many naturalists were inspired by stories of someone in the field, and it is probable that Brian
Keating will do that for young animal lovers. It’s clear he’s used to holding school children rapt with
tales of his remarkable life.” —Toronto Star

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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Social Issues

Tales From
the Wonder
Zone. All
around us, the
world is changing: not
only in what we see but
in the very way we look
around us. New wonders
of understanding claim
our attention daily. Even
better, wonders of true
mystery flower where
we thought we had
everything figured out.
Ages 9+, Grades 4+,
6 x 9, Paperback

9781552440223 pb
$12.95 99pp Stories
based on weather,
space, exploration,
colonization, sound,
and human physiology

9781552440186 pb
$12.95 128pp
Stories based on
force, properties
of matter, light,
energy, and energy
transformation

9781552440209 pb
$12.95 170pp
Stories based on
space exploration,
momentum/gravity,
flight, and electricity

9781552440803 pb
$12.95 130pp Stories
based on the Earth’s
crust, living systems,
fluids, and machines
and mechanical
efficiency

9780889953727 pb
$14.95 173pp Stories
based on polar
science and polar
habitat

9781550415735 hc
$19.95 9781550415759
pb $11.95 5.25x8.5,
208pp 8+ Jake and
his sister, Shoshona,
take a communityprovided school bus
four times a year on
the long overnight
journey through New
York State to visit their
mother in jail.

9781554550364 hc
$18.95 9781554550623
pb $12.95 5.5x8, 288pp
12+ As the atmosphere
of racial tension grows,
both Haroon and Jay
must set out on a painful
journey of self-discovery,
where they will
ultimately question their
loyalties and the beliefs
they have always taken
for granted.

9781550419320 pb
$12.95 Canada Only
6x8, 197pp 8+ Kate
wants to be friends with
Ruby, the grown daughter
of her African American
neighbours. But getting
close to Ruby who sees
Kate and her family as
“white trash” will be more
difficult than she hoped.
OLA Silver Birch Award
shortlist & Red Maple
Award finalist

9781550419252 pb
$12.95 Canada Only
5.5x8.25, 184pp 12+
Fifteen-year-old Tara
Mehta meets her
grandmother for the
first time. Dadiji fought
with Gandhi in the
Indian independence
movement. Shocked and
angered by the history
that she’s never been
taught in school, Tara
decides to tell Dadiji’s
story to her class. NYPL
Books for the Teen Age

9781550419504 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.25, 186pp
12+ A powerful novel
about eating disorders,
and of the vulnerable
teenager who fights
to conceal her secret
from her friends. It is a
realistic portrayal of a
very subtle disease that
challenges readers to
figure out just when they
should have recognized
the symptoms of
anorexia and bulimia.

9780773674356 mm
$6.99 4x7, 197pp
12+ A chance of a
lifetime threatens to
reveal something that
Ben has been hiding
for nine years. His
teacher is becoming
concerned and his
girlfriend wants
to help, but Ben is
afraid their kindness
is going explode his
secret.

NF

9781550416718 hc
$9.95 6.5x9.75, 88pp
10+ Accompanied
by Muriel Wood’s
beautifully realized
paintings, this collection
vividly recreates the
hardships and simple
joys of homesteading
life along with the
honored traditions of
the Christmas season.

9780887845031 pb
$9.95 5.5x8.5, 172pp
9780773673632 mm
$4.95 4x7, 161pp 12+
Stories that explore
growing up in a
colourful but imperfect
world from a female
point of view. CLA
Young Adult Book
Award

9780773674561
mm $3.99 4x7,
160pp 12+ In The
Courtship we meet
characters from the
very young to the
elderly who seem
uncannily familiar
to us in their pain,
delight, and love.

9780773674233 mm
$5.99 4x6.5, 167pp
12+ In ten new
stories, Budge
Wilson continues to
explore the complex
relationships that are
the essence of life.

9780889951778 pb
$4.95 5.5x8.5, 160pp
9+ Spider logs on
to the Internet and
invents a whole new
online personality. But
she’s soon in over her
head.

9780889952539 pb
$12.95 5.25x8.25,
134pp 12+ The
stories collected here
range over centuries,
celebrating real
princesses: women
who become leaders,
and who defied social
conventions.

NF

9780889952294 pb
$9.95 5.5x8.5, 240pp
12+ These spinetingling tales lead to
the hazy middle ground
between reality and
imagination, shadow
and light, science and
superstition.
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9780889952867 pb $16.95
7.75x9.75, 202pp 10+ Weaves
a tapestry of stories past and
present. It celebrates the many
dimensions of faith brought
to life by a vibrant, resilient,
large-hearted people.

9780773731905 hc $16.95
9781550050905 pb $11.95
7.5x10, 207pp 12+ A book
of recollections from some
of this country’s best-loved
writers of children’s literature.
The contributors were children
and teenagers during World
War II.

9781894121149 hc @ pb
price 9780773762008 pb
$29.95 8.5x11.5, 320pp All
ages A stunning anthology that
celebrates our country’s life and
times. It is filled to the brim with
stories, songs, poems, legends,
and more. This remarkable
collection is a must-have for
every library.

9780889953000 hc
$14.95 9780889953338
pb $9.95 Canada
Only 5.5x8.25, 144pp
12+ As Heck faces the
challenges of growing up
on the streets—including
drugs, pain, hunger, theft
and homelessness—he
must come to terms
with his choices, his
perceptions of himself,
and his perceptions of
others. ALA Notable
Children’s Book, ALA Best
Books for Young Adults

9780889952546 pb
$9.95 5.25x8.25, 96pp
12+ Carole Fréchette’s
account of the friendship
and estrangement of
two teenaged girls
explores the fragility
and the staying power
of friendship, loyalty,
and love.

NF

9780773760011 pb
$9.99 5x7.5, 240pp
12+ Hannah’s terrible
anger is a cry out
for help as well as a
source of shame and
frustration. What
could a science fair
project have to do
with Hannah’s sudden
destructive behaviour?

NF

9780773674684
mm $5.99 4.25x7,
246pp 12+ Randy
is angry at his
father but he doesn’t
want to betray him
by bowing to the
pressures of a gang.

9781554551064 pb
$12.95 5x7.5, 24pp
10+ After their mother
dies tragically, Libertad
and his little brother
Julio live by their wits
and what little they
can earn as marimba
musicians in Guatemala
City. Soon the two will
head out on the long
9781550419139 hc $22.95
and dangerous journey
9781550419122 pb $17.95
to the Rio Grande
7.5x9.25, 112pp 12+ “The
authentic details speak of loss, River, where they plan
to cross the border to
fear, and grief; incredible
America and find their
kindness; and courage, as
father.
well as hope for the future.”
—Booklist starred review
Book Links Best New Book for
the Classroom, ALA Notable

9781550415650 hc $22.95
7.5x9.25, 121pp 12+ When
children are caught in civil
wars, when earthquakes
destroy homes and villages,
when AIDS and other
diseases shatter families and
communities—the volunteers
of Doctors Without Borders
are there. These are stories
about healing and helping
people, about making the
world a better place—
stories filled with sorrow and
hope, anger and idealism,
determination and passion.
Starred SLJ review

For more books with Social Issues see also Bully Issues on pp.5-6, Coming of Age on
p.10, Dealing With Challenges on p.12, Dealing With Death on p.13
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NF

9781550051520 pb $9.95
8x11, 32pp 6+ After a
while it was clear that Mr.
Hiroshi wouldn’t be coming
home from war. Still, Mary
faithfully kept her word all
through that long summer.
IYL White Raven Award

9781550051445 hc (10th
anniversary edition) $24.95
9780773729919 hc
$21.95 9780773759251pb $12.95
10.25x9, 32pp 9+ The story of the
poem by John McCrae

NF

9781550051360 pb $12.95
8.25x8.25, 90pp 8+ Young
readers will discover Canada’s
part in the first great worldwide
conflict.

9780884482673 hc $18.95
9x10, 32pp 6+ One hot summer
day Luke and his friends decide
to play their favorite game of
war. When a new child in the
neighborhood hesitates to join
in and then tells them he has
been in a real war in the country
where he used to live, the other
children start to see their game
in a new light.
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9781550413526 hc $18.95
9781550413540 pb $10.95
7x8, 81pp 8+ One day Aram
learns that he will be one
of fifty boys from Greece
who will start a new life in a
country called Canada. Silver
Birch Express shortlist

9781550503647 pb
$10.95 5x7, 240pp
12+ When death
threatens a pilot at
the nearby air training
base, seventeen-yearold Jack must use a
secretly-acquired skill
to save a life and
affirm his own identity
to his over protective
mother.

NF

9780773733190 hc $16.95
9781550051469 pb $9.95 10.5x9,
48pp 9+ “A haunting, moving
scrapbook of the Great War...
this book will invite serious students
and browsers alike; A compelling
portfolio.” —School Library Journal

9780773730922 hc
$21.95 9781550050691
pb $9.95 8.25x10.5, 32pp
6+ “An Afghani boy lives
in a mud-drenched refugee
camp caring for his mother
and sister...” —Macleans
Magazine

9781550503227 pb
$8.95 5.25x7.5, 216pp
9+ An old woman tells
her granddaughter
the story of her life in
a Mennonite village
in Ukraine—from the
dangers of World
War I and the Russian
Revolution to their
escape to Canada.

9781550050929 hc $19.95
9781550050950 pb
$12.95 7x9, 136pp 12+
The veterans in this book
represent different branches
and aspects of the military,
including medical, supplies,
infantry, and naval.

9781561453740 hc $20.95 Canada Only
10.5x10, 32pp 6+ CD Included “In simple,
evocative prose, the narrator tells of that
long ago Christmas Eve when German
and British soldiers put down their guns,
climbed out of their trenches and, for a
few short hours, laughed, exchanged gifts
and played soccer between the lines on
No-Man’s Land.” —CM Magazine

NF

9781550051155 pb
$9.95 5x7.75, 120pp 8+
First published to critical
acclaim in 1986, Naomi’s
Road is the story of a
girl whose JapaneseCanadian family is
uprooted during the
Second World War.

9780773731905 hc $16.95
9781550050905 pb $11.95
7.5x10, 207pp 12+ A book
of recollections from some
of this country’s best-loved
writers of children’s literature.
The contributors were children
and teenagers during World
War II.

9780773674127 mm
$6.99 4x7, 292pp
12+ The story of
one United Empire
Loyalist family’s
harrowing escape
from enemy forces,
to a new life in
Canada.

9781554550715 pb
$12.95 5x7.5, 288pp
12+ In the year 1786,
the realities that face
newly settled United
Empire Loyalist families
like Mary’s are often
harsh. In this continuation
of the Meyers family
saga that began with
the author’s first novel,
Flight, Mary must come
to terms with danger, the
survival of her family,
and love.

9781550416466 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.25,
184pp 12+ A River
Apart follows the
adventures of young
Jamie Shaw, a reluctant
participant in a war
that pits friend against
friend.

9780773754522 pb
$7.95 4.75x7.5, 218pp
8+ Two Austrian
children, Elsbeth and
Emil, and their Czech
friend, Jaroslav,
face starvation,
imprisonment, and
even death during
the desperate days
following the Second
World War.

9781550419436 hc
$18.95 5x7.5, 279pp
12+ This story of a
boy’s exploits during the
Upper Canada Rebellion
concludes the story of the
Meyers family, Loyalists
and early Canadian
settlers.

9781550503777 pb
$12.95 5x7, 306pp
13+ When Canadian
teen Kurt Schreiber
goes to Germany
to find out what his
grandfather did during
World War II, he
learns more than he
bargained for.

9781550503999 hc $19.95
10.25x9, 48pp 14+ A
fully-illustrated account of
Passchendaele, the WWI battle.
The glory and the heartache
of the Canadian Corps siege
that defined Canadian courage
is presented in a realistic and
accessible format.

9780773758346 pb
$11.95 5x7.5, 177pp
12+ When the
Hungarian Revolution
erupts in 1956, Nelly’s
world crumbles. Along
with the Revolution
comes a new tide of
anti-Semitism. Nelly’s
family is Jewish,
and her parents are
convinced that they
must flee. There’s not
even time to say goodbye.

9781550419276 pb
$12.95 5x7.5, 192pp
12+ At times funny
and at other times
deeply moving, Bernice
Thurman Hunter’s last
novel is drawn from her
own memories of being
a teenager in Toronto
during World War II.

9781550419979 pb
$14.95 6x9, 208pp 12+
An anthology of short
historical fiction, memoirs,
and poems written about
the Ukrainian immigrant
experience. The stories
span a century of history
from 1905 to 2004, and
they contain the voices
of people who lived
through internment. More
than a collection, it is
a social document that
revives memories once
deliberately forgotten.

9781550419344 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 224pp
12+ “Monica Hughes
has written a brilliant
historical novel that
recreates life in rural
Ontario from 1930 to
1942.” —CM Magazine

9780773674318 mm
$3.95 4.25x7, 235pp
10+ Life in war-time
London is anything
but normal for Tim.
Hitler’s dreaded
V-bombs screaming
overhead with their
tails of flame. And
a father missing in
action somewhere in
Europe.

9780773674004 mm
$5.99 4x7, 178pp
12+ Fifteen-yearold Jay Smith’s
quiet life in the
Alaska wilderness
is shattered when
his uncle, Midnight,
arrives in his yellow
Norseman airplane
with news of war
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Board Books

Picture Books

These bright, colorful board books serve a dual purpose for inquisitive little ones. Not only do they
link noises to objects but they encourage the association of meaning to letters on a page—the first,
crucial step in developing young readers. Ages 3-5, Grades PK-K, 7 x 5.25, 20 pp, Board Book $9.95

9781550418125 In the city, garbage 9781550418149 On the farm,
trucks CLATTER and CLANG, car
tractors RUMBLE, QUAKING ducks
horns go BEEP, BEEP, and sirens
SPLISH SPLASH, and Pigs SNORT,
WAIL.
SNORT, SQUEAL.

9781550416671 bb $9.95
5.5x4.75, 24pp 3+ One by
one, each article of clothing is
pulled off and lands in a heap
as his pets watch with interest.
Then, one by one, each article
of clothing finds a new owner
as the toddler dresses his pets.

9781550417029 bb $9.95
5.5x4.75, 24pp 3+ Things
change when you get a new
baby in the family. You have to
share Mommy and Daddy’s lap,
and even your toys. But there’s
lots of things you can show your
new baby, like how to play hide
and seek, peek-a-boo, and
even how to run through the
sprinkler.

9781561485918 bb $8.95 9x9,
20pp 3+ Caught unprepared by
a chilly wind, Little Hedgehog
sets out to remedy his situation.
Imagination saves him and warms
him, bringing him back to his circle
of friends.
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9781550419573 What does it
sound like by the sea? The wind
WHISTLES, sea lions BELLOW, and
tugboats RUMBLE.

9781550417869 bb $10.95 8x7,
32pp 3+ Children from preschool
through grade one relish the
discovery of their place in the world.
Learning the number on their home,
the street where they live, the town
or city they call home is a comforting
reminder to children that they belong.

9781561486076 bb $8.95 9x9,
20pp 3+ Little Mouse loves to
skip and run, splish and splash,
and, most of all, have fun with her
Mommy. Rhythmic text.

9781550419597 What does
the circus sound like? Elephants
THUNDER and THUMP, tigers ROAR,
and a DRUM ROLLLLLL announces
the flying trapeze.

9781550418248 hc $9.95
9781550418262 pb $6.95
8x10, 32pp 5+ Gummytoes
is a beautiful tree frog. But
he’s tired of blending into
the background. He wants
to be seen and admired. But
after getting scooped up by
some children, he misses his
quiet home. He doesn’t want
attention any more.

9781550419528 hc $19.95 10x9, 32pp
6+ Henry just isn’t a morning rooster.
But Henry’s father is off to a convention
for a week—guess who must take
his place and crow the sun up each
morning? Everyone is depending on
Henry. Will he learn to be a morning
rooster after all?

9781561486083 bb $8.95 9x9,
20pp 3+ When Little Bear is with
his Daddy, he is the fastest, tallest,
happiest Little Bear in the whole
world. Warm colours and gentle
rhyming text illustrates the special
bond between father and child.

9781550416770 pb $7.95 9.5x9,
40pp 6+ When a little girl visits the
farm, Guinevere, the oldest hen in
the barn, grasps at the chance to
give Merlin a home where he will be
safe and cared for—as a cat should
be. Mr. Christie’s Book Award

9781550415858 hc $19.95 9x9.75,
32pp 4+ This year Hanna longs to see
Christmas, so her friends agree to get
her up for the special day. And when
the day comes, they cant wake her.
They don’t want to disappoint Hanna.
But each one has made as much noise
as they can. What more can they do?

9780761453055 bb $7.95
6x5.5, 34pp 3+ Children can
open this book to any page
and find a catalog of objects
beginning with a given letter to
identify. With no plot or text, the
book would be welcomed for
preschoolers, who could connect
the objects in each room with the
letter, as well as older children
who will enjoy the I Spy aspect
of it. An answer key is included.

9780773729728 hc $19.95
9780773733343 pb $10.95
8.5x10.5, 24pp 5+ Emma was
one confused chicken. “Tok!” she
said, when she peeked through
the window and saw what was
happening to her eggs. “Is that
how they want my eggs? Then
that’s how I’ll make them.” But
when Emma scrambled her next
egg, no one was pleased.

9781550416992 pb $9.95 8.5x7.25,
32pp 4+ Lamb is missing! When tiny
Mouse steps forward to help, the
other sheep just lament. Mouse is too
small to find a missing lamb. Mouse
knows that sometimes it takes the
smallest one of all to get the biggest
results. Mr. Christie’s Book Award
Silver

9780773733145 hc $19.95
9781550050769 pb $10.95
8.5x10.5, 24pp 5+ In her latest
escapade, Emma is one game
hen with a big problem. It’s the
middle of winter and the chicken
coop is freezing. Determined
to find out how the other farm
animals weather the weather,
Emma sets off on a snowy
trek that almost ends in flaky,
feathery disaster. Mr. Christie’s
Book Award Silver

9780773731400 hc $21.95
9780773762053 pb $10.95
8.5x10.5, 24pp 5+ Most
chickens have enough sense to
run when a coyote comes near.
Not Emma. She thinks she can
outfox a hungry canine despite
the warnings of the farmer and
his family.

9781550051261 hc $19.95
9781550051278 pb $9.95
8.5x10.5, 24pp 5+ This is no
ordinary day; the family is
going to the fair and Emma is
invited. Emma soon realizes that
she is supposed to win a ribbon.
She ruffles up her feathers, sits
herself down like a tea cosy,
and takes a nap. You never
know; maybe Emma can win a
ribbon just by being herself.
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9781554550289 hc $19.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ Grandma
Needlethorpe knits a sweater
for her granddaughter Nellie’s
role as a bumblebee in the
upcoming spring concert. But
Nellie just can’t keep it clean.
And after one too many trips
in the dryer, there’s only one
family member it fits now!

9781550419399 pb $8.95 9x10,
32pp 4+ Ben is about to discover
that sometimes there are report
cards in preschool—at home,
written by older siblings!

Picture Books

9781550418071 hc $16.95
9781550419108 pb $6.95
9x10, 32pp 4+ When it comes
to sleepovers, all Ben can think
about is going home—right
away. OLA Best Bets, OLA Blue
Spruce Award shortlist

9781550051643 hc $19.95
9781554551095 pb $8.95
8.5x9.75, 32pp 4+ Mrs. Cosy is
trying to find someone to adopt
that stripy little cat left at the
animal shelter. But nobody wants
the little troublemaker. But all is
not lost. The stripy little cat has
made up his own mind who should
adopt him.

9781550418903 hc $19.95 9.5x9,
32pp 5+ After moving to the city,
four sheep companions try in vain to
find acceptance in the human world.
But when they enter a barbershop
quartet competition in the mistaken
belief they’ll be meeting other sheep,
they discover that they don’t have to
blend in to belong. Amelia Frances
Howard-Gibbon Award for Illustration
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9781550418132 hc $19.95
9781550418156 pb $7.95 10x9, 32pp
5+ when Leon hears Romeo, his heart
aches—for Romeo is the greatest
singer on the pond. Leon’s humble
croak is nothing like Romeo’s rich tones.
And although it hurts him to know that
he will never match Romeo’s talent,
Leon is inspired by the music to dream
of a time when he too might make a
difference.

9780889953208 hc $19.95 9780889954144
pb $9.95 11x8, 32pp 4+ Queen Daisy had a
great deal of trouble with her feet. They had
a mind of their own and did not like behaving
in a royal way. That’s when a meeting had to
be called to find a solution to Queen Daisy’s
terrible problem. And what a solution it turns
out to be.

9781554550883 pb $9.95 10x9,
32pp 5+ Lucille isn’t like the other
cows on Charlie’s farm. She yearns
to run in a real race, just like
Thunder, Farmer Charlie’s prize
racehorse. But Lucille soon learns
that cows are not like horses at all.
Soon she is exhausted as the horses
leave her behind in a cloud of dust.
How will she find the strength to
finish the race?

9781550416824 hc $19.95
9781550417043 pb $7.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ Addresses the
all-too-common fears of reading
in class and bullying that
primary students face. OLA Blue
Spruce Award nominee

9781554551033 hc $17.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ Maggie can’t
wait to show her friends the
picture of her soon-to-be
adopted sister, but she is
mortified by their reaction.
If the baby is as ugly as they
say, maybe Maggie’s parents
shouldn’t adopt her. Maybe
Maggie will learn that beauty
is in the eye of the beholder,
after all.

9780773673984 pb $6.95 8.5x8.5,
32pp 3+ Angel woke up one
9780773731004 hc $18.95
morning. There was water all over
9781550050752 pb $9.95
her apartment! “Well,” said Angel,
8.25x10.5, 32pp 5+ Now an
“what should I do now? I can’t swim.”
animated holiday special on
Then Angel got a good idea, and
Teletoon! Santa didn’t make many the fun began.
mistakes. But he made a big one
when he asked what Anton wanted
for Christmas. His list was sixteen
pages long.

9780773762039 pb $7.95 8.5x8.5,
32pp 4+ Children who hate going
to sleep will love Midnight Mimi, who
would rather be an owl or a bat or
even a wicked witch’s cat than sleep
away the night.

9780773762091 pb $9.95
8.25x10.5, 28pp 5+ Austin’s life
9780773674332 pb $7.99 8.5x8.5, is perfect until Amy moves in next
32pp 4+ Willy Nilly, on his seventh door. He doesn’t understand why a
birthday, stumbles upon a box filled girl has to live beside him. Despite
9780773700789 hc $9.95 with magic potions, paper flowers,
having no use for Amy, Austin
9780773673977 pb $6.95 scarves, mirrors and sneezing
seems to be strangely affected
6.5x9.5, 32pp 3+ Dennis
powders. At the very bottom he finds by every comment she makes and
Lee has created a magical The Great Book of Magic. What will
everything about her—right down
word in verse, recounting
happen next?
to the bows on her shoes.
the story of Lizzy and the
very real and grownup
pet Lion she keeps in her
bedroom.

9780773673663 pb $6.95 8.5x8.5,
32pp 3+ It’s a rainy day, boring as
can be, until Victor and Joey decide
to make their own fun. Soon chairs
turn into castles, bumblebees turn into
tigers, and whales and starfish frolic
in a watery kingdom.

9780773673656 pb $6.95 8.5x8.5,
32pp 3+ One night, Roise and Toby
discover a way to steal the moon
right out of the sky, accomplished
by a rather plump white cat and a
mouse in pajamas.

9780773760998 pb $8.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 5+ When
Frederic Pipkin was born,
everyone decided he would
be musical. Frederic tried, but
there wasn’t one instrument
he could play. Then, on his
seventh birthday, the fabulous
song happened and Frederic
discovered a way to make music
without making a single sound.
Mr. Christie’s Book Award

9781550051346 pb $9.95 11.5x9,
32pp 4+ Best friends since the dawn of
time, Mademoiselle Moon and Mister
Sun only catch glimpses of each other
because of their busy schedules. But when
Mademoiselle Moon loses her job, Mister
Sun finds the time to help her. After all, isn’t
that what friends are for?

9781550050837 pb $9.95 9x7, 32pp 3+
Rabbit Blue is the star of this whimsical
tale. In simple rhyming text he has great
adventures around the world.
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